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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Automatic vehicle license plate detection and recognition are 
increasingly important in intelligent transportation systems, 
and they play a key role in various areas such as unmanned 
parking and traffic control. Drawn by these increasing needs, 
state-of-the-art algorithms based on convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) have been proposed for license plate detec-
tion and recognition [1‒13]. Table 1 provides details of the 
existing approaches [1‒13] including methods, objectives, 
datasets, target countries, accuracies, and processing times. 
Existing approaches focus mainly on license plates from spe-
cific countries including US, Europe, Taiwan, Brazil, and 
China. Although Korean license plates were handled in [8,12], 

their data are not available and, in all cases, the amount of data 
is not sufficient to validate the Korean license plate recogni-
tion performance. Meanwhile, despite promising results on 
several refined still image datasets, the algorithms in [1‒13] 
still suffer from significant limitations when applied to video 
data. The main issues are: (a) the vehicle motion blur and geo-
metric distortion, (b) outlier objects such as signboards con-
taining text quite similar to license plates, and (c) the lack of 
a public training dataset for plate detection and recognition 
in videos. To address the issues in real-world videos identi-
fied across the existing algorithms [1‒13], in this study, we 
designed a CNN architecture with temporal matching priors 
between adjacent frames. The forward matching (FM) prior 
leads to an improvement in the accuracy of the detection of 
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In real-world intelligent transportation systems, accuracy in vehicle license plate 
detection and recognition is considered quite critical. Many algorithms have been 
proposed for still images, but their accuracy on actual videos is not satisfactory. This 
stems from several problematic conditions in videos, such as vehicle motion blur, va-
riety in viewpoints, outliers, and the lack of publicly available video datasets. In this 
study, we focus on these challenges and propose a license plate detection and recog-
nition scheme for videos based on a temporal matching prior network. Specifically, 
to improve the robustness of detection and recognition accuracy in the presence of 
motion blur and outliers, forward and bidirectional matching priors between con-
secutive frames are properly combined with layer structures specifically designed 
for plate detection. We also built our own video dataset for the deep training of the 
proposed network. During network training, we perform data augmentation based 
on image rotation to increase robustness regarding the various viewpoints in videos.
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motion-blurred or distorted plates by generating the missing 
bounding boxes that hold the plate position information. In the 
proposed architecture, the bidirectional matching (BM) prior 
serves to remove outlier objects that are falsely detected as li-
cense plates. In addition, for deep training, we built our own 
dataset in South Korea, over the course of six months, called 
the Korean vehicle dataset, as shown in Figure 1. To this end, 
we amassed 19 000 images with resolutions of 1920 × 1080, 
1624 × 1224, and 3840 × 2160, collected at 30 fps by captur-
ing vehicle videos using black-box cameras and closed-circuit 
television (CCTV). The bottom left section in Figure 1 shows 
examples of the images collected. Using these, 31 250 license 
plates with characters that we could visually identify were se-
lected and cropped, as illustrated in the bottom right section 
in Figure 1. We also manually labeled the position of the li-
cense plates in each frame and the characters on the plate in 

the corresponding annotation files, as shown in the top right 
section in Figure 1. Samples from the dataset are available on 
the website [14]. In addition, as shown in Table 1, most of the 
existing algorithms [1,2,4,5,9,11,13] may not be adequate for 
processing live video streams, as their methods are relatively 
time-consuming, with a processing speed that is, as a result, 
lower than 20 fps. In this study, we also propose an efficient 
real-time algorithm with a processing speed of 20 fps or higher 
for live video streaming applications.

2 |  TEMPORAL MATCHING 
PRIOR NETWORK

We have observed that still image processing that ignores 
the correlation between adjacent frames cannot guarantee 

T A B L E  1  Overview of existing license plate detection and recognition algorithms

Ref. Method Objective Dataset
Target
country

Detection 
accuracy 
(%)

Recognition 
accuracy 
(%)

Processing 
time (ms)

[1] Edge detection and color 
analysis

License plate detection Caltech
PKU

US
China

91.27
97.69

N/A 83

[2] CNN with local binary 
pattern features

License plate detection 
and recognition

Caltech
AOLP

US
Taiwan

96.38
95.58

92.07
88.38

5000

[3] Region-based CNN License plate detection Caltech US 97.60 N/A N/A

[4] End-to-end unified CNN License plate detection 
and recognition

Caltech
AOLP
PKU

US
Taiwan
China

98.03
98.20
99.73

94.12
83.80
N/A

310

[5] CNN and optical 
character recognition 
(OCR)

License plate detection 
and recognition

OpenALPR EU
OpenALPR BR
SIGG
AOLP

Europe
Brazil
Brazil
Taiwan

N/A

93.52
91.23
88.56
98.36

200

[6] Riesz fractal operator License plate detection 
and recognition

UCSD-1
UCSD-2

US
US

81.90
73.00

76.30
73.60

N/A

[7] Semantic segmentation 
and character counting

License plate detection 
and recognition

AOLP
MediaLab
Self-built

Taiwan
Greece
China

N/A
99.02
97.89
99.70

40

[8] Region-based CNN License plate detection AOLP
MediaLab
Self-built

Taiwan
Greece
Korea

89.03
96.90
91.07

N/A N/A

[9] Hybrid CNN with three 
processing steps

License plate detection 
and recognition

Self-built China 99.63 95.78 200

[10] Attribute analysis of 
license plate images

Dataset building Self-built China N/A N/A N/A

[11] CNN and generative 
adversarial network 
(GAN)

License plate detection 
and recognition

Self-built
Caltech

China
US

99.46
98.29

97.64
N/A 67

[12] Adaptive boosting with 
linear discriminant 
analysis

License plate detection 
and recognition

Self-built Korea 97.74 96.07 N/A

[13] Edge detection and 
thinning

License plate detection 
and recognition

Self-built Turkey 100 96.92 60
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consistent detection results along the temporal direction in 
videos. The increase in temporal consistency improves the 
detection of motion-blurred license plates while removing 
outliers. To increase temporal consistency for the detected 
license plates in video sequences, a temporal matching prior 
to adjacent frames is proposed empirically. To effectively re-
flect the temporal matching priors of FM and BM in a deep 
CNN, we present a new architecture that is suitable for a video 
sequence, as illustrated in Figure 2. The architecture consists 
of two major stages: license plate detection and license plate 
recognition. In the first stage, we exploit additional informa-
tion in the previous (t − 1) and subsequent (t + 1) frames to 
detect license plates in the current (t) frame of the video, as a 
departure to existing algorithms [1‒13]. Our detection network 

has 22 layer structures and each layer structure is composed of 
three operations: convolution, batch normalization (BN), and 
max pooling (Maxpool). Here, the convolution is conducted 
with T pre-trained filter parameters, aL, with a size of V × V. 
Then, BN and Maxpool, with a pooling size of 2 × 2, are ap-
plied for a fast and stable convergence. The iterative process-
ing is then followed by the handling by a convolution layer, 
BN, and an average pooling (Avgpool) layer. To convert the 
computed logit scores to probabilities, we apply the softmax 
function as follows:

(1)P(xi�x)=
exp(xi)∑c

j=0
exp(xj)

, i=1, 2, … , c,

F I G U R E  1  Building the Korean vehicle dataset via video capture and annotation (The last two digits of license plate numbers were masked 
to protect the privacy)

F I G U R E  2  Architecture of the 
temporal matching prior network (The last 
two digits of license plate numbers were 
masked to protect the privacy)
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where x = [x1, x2, …, xc] denotes the logit scores for each class 
and c denotes the number of classes. For license plate detection, 
c is set to 2 to delineate between the following two classes: plates 
and non-plates. Using the threshold values for the probability P, 
we obtain the initial bounding boxes b containing the plate po-
sition information as x, y, w, and h. Here, (x, y) denotes the cen-
ter-pixel position, and w and h denote the width and height of the 
bounding box, respectively. The sequential processing from layer 
structures to softmax is applied to three input frames separately.

In one of the parallel layers, to retrieve the plates miss-
ing in frame t due to motion blur and distortion, we exploit 
temporal coherence in the forward direction. For each initial 
candidate bt−1

m
, we perform FM with all candidates estimated 

in frames t and t  +  1, as indicated with the dotted arrows 
in Figure 3. The matching cost between bounding boxes is 
defined as the intersection-over-union (IoU), provided in the 
bottom left section in Figure 3. In a scenario where bt−1

m
 is 

matched with bt+1
match

, and bt−1
m

 is not matched with any candi-
date in frame t, we generate a new bounding box as follows:

In parallel with the bounding box generation via FM, we 
perform BM to remove falsely detected outlier candidates. 
For each candidate bt

n
, both forward and backward matching 

is performed, as denoted by the solid arrows in Figure 3. If 
b

t

n
 is not matched with any candidate in frames t − 1 and 

t + 1, we consider bt

n
 to be an outlier and delete it as a result.

For license plate number recognition, we apply ten-layer 
structures solely on the plate regions cropped using FM and 

BM results. Here, the convolution is performed using pre-
trained filter parameters βL instead of aL. The iterative pro-
cessing is then followed by the handling by the Avgpool, fully 
connected, and softmax layers. For plate recognition, c is set 
to 122 in (1) to classify the various license plate numbers 
and Korean characters provided in Tables 2 and 3. Finally, 
the four vertexes of each bounding box are refined using the 
positions of the leftmost and rightmost characters to repre-
sent geometrically deformed plates. For example, the top 
left vertex at (Xv=1, Yv=1) is refined using that of the leftmost 
character at (lx,v=1, ly,v=1) as Xv=1 = min(lx,v=1 − τ, Xv=1) and 
Yv=1 = min(ly,v=1 − τ, Yv=1). Here, τ is set to 10 based on the 
statistical analysis we conducted on a number of plates. The 
implementation details in the steps above are also described 
in Algorithm 1.

3 |  EXPERIMENTS

3.1 | Preliminary test using open automatic 
license plate recognition (OpenALPR)

In general, due to security issues, open source code for Korean 
vehicle license plate recognition is scarce. Accordingly, we 
conducted a preliminary test using the only available open 
cloud API provided by an OpenALPR company [15], and we 
observed the limitation of the method in terms of accuracy. As 
the OpenALPR algorithm [15] utilizes a single image for plate 
recognition, we applied the algorithm to a still image instead 
of a video sequence. Figure 4 shows recognition results for the 
OpenALPR with slightly rotated vehicle images. We note in 
the figure that many license plates were missed in the results, as 

(2)b
t

new
=

b
t−1
m

+b
t+1
match

2
.
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shown in the top and middle rows in Figure 4. Even though the 
remaining license plates were detected, the OpenALPR tended 
to yield incorrect numbers and characters, as shown in the 
middle and bottom rows in Figure 4. In addition, as expected, 
the OpenALPR algorithm could not ensure the temporal con-
sistency of the detection and recognition results in the videos 
because none of the matching priors between adjacent frames 
were considered in this method. To increase the robustness of 
the detection and the recognition accuracy across the various 
viewpoints in the videos, we observed that a data augmentation 
process based on image rotation during network training, as 
well as the temporal matching prior were required.

3.2 | Network training

To train our network, we used 14 000 video sets (a set 
consists of three consecutive frames.) for plate detection 

and 23 425 plate images for plate recognition. The training 
sets originated from the Korean vehicle dataset. Based on 
the preliminary tests described in Section 3.1, to improve 
the robustness from various viewpoints, data augmentation 
through image rotation across six angles (θ  =  5, −5, 15, 
−15, 25, and − 25 degrees) was applied to all video sets 
and plate images. By rotating the images, we also modified 
the corresponding bounding box annotation information as 
follows:

where Xv and Yv denote the vertex coordinates of the input 
bounding box, and Xθ,v and Yθ,v denote the vertex coordi-
nates of the rotated bounding box. In (3), W and H denote 
the image width and height, respectively. From the rotated 
coordinates of the four vertexes, the new bounding box in-
formation (x, y, w, h) can be calculated. Figures 5 and 6 
offer examples of data augmentation based on image ro-
tation for license plate detection and license plate number 
recognition, respectively. Additionally, in every layer of 
the network, T and V were heuristically set to 128 and 3, 
respectively. Given a set of training images and the corre-
sponding labeled data, we adopted the loss function in [16] 
by combining a localization loss with a classification loss. 
Based on the loss function, the network was trained on an 
NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU, in a Visual C++ environment 
for approximately 24 hours. We experimentally noticed that 
more than 10 000 training images are needed to maintain a 
high accuracy in a variety of video environments. The ag-
gregate inference times for a frame with one, two, and three 
license plates were approximately 40, 45.5, and 50  ms, 
respectively.

(3)

�
X
�,v

Y
�,v

�
=

�
cos � − sin � W∕2

sin � cos � H∕2

�
×

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

Xv

Yv

1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

F I G U R E  3  Forward and bidirectional matching between 
bounding boxes

T A B L E  2  Definition of classes 0 to 47 for Korean license plate 
recognition

Numbers (classes 
0 to 9)

Horizontal characters 
for region (classes 10 
to 30)

Vertical 
characters for 
region (classes 
31 to 47)

0 강 제 천 강원 울산
1 경 충   경기 인천
2 광 구   경남 전남
3 대 기   경북 전북
4 부 남   광주 제주
5 서 북   대구 충남
6 세 산   대전 충북
7 울 원   부산  

8 인 종   서울  

9 전 주   세종  

T A B L E  3  Definition of classes 48 to 121 for Korean license 
plate recognition

Characters for purpose (classes 48 to 121)

가 느 르 브 자 카 파 흐

거 다 마 사 저 커 퍼 합
고 더 머 소 조 코 포 영
공 도 모 수 주 쿠 푸 -

그 두 무 스 즈 크 프  

국 드 므 아 차 타 하  

나 라 바 어 처 터 해  

너 러 배 오 초 토 허  

노 로 버 우 추 투 호  

누 루 보 육 츠 트 후  
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3.3 | Performance validation

Meanwhile, to validate performance for plate detection and 
recognition, we used 5000 video sets, including 7825 plates 
from the Korean vehicle dataset. Although two recent al-
gorithms [8,12] targeted Korean license plates, the source 
code and the dataset had not been opened. Accordingly, 
we performed a comparative test with the OpenALPR al-
gorithm [15] providing a unique open-source code for 
Korean license plate recognition. We also used 126 images 
labeled Cars 1999 containing American license plates from 
the Caltech vehicle dataset [17] for a comparative study of 
detection performance with existing algorithms [1‒4]. For 
this purpose, the proposed license plate detection network 
was trained using 526 images from the dataset labeled Cars 
2001. Notably, the Caltech vehicle dataset has been popu-
lar for evaluating license plate detection performance for 
the existing algorithms [1,2]. To apply the proposed net-
work on still images, the same three copied images were 
considered as input to the detection network. Table 4 sum-
marizes the accuracy of the results from computations of 
the various algorithms. Here, we consider that detection is 
true when the IoU is higher than 0.5, and that recognition 
is true when all numbers and characters in the plate are 
correct. Notably, in the table, the proposed network with 
FM and BM layers achieves a better detection performance 
on the Korean vehicle dataset in terms of F1 score than an 

F I G U R E  4  License plate detection and recognition examples 
from the OpenALPR [15] (The last two digits of license plate numbers 
were masked to protect the privacy)

F I G U R E  5  Examples of data 
augmentation based on full-resolution image 
rotation for license plate detection: (A) 
original images with manual annotation, (B) 
and (C) are corresponding images rotated 
by θ = 15 and –15 degrees, with annotation 
obtained as in (3). (The last two digits 
of license plate numbers were masked to 
protect the privacy)

F I G U R E  6  Examples of data 
augmentation based on plate image rotation 
for license plate number recognition: (A) 
original plate images with annotation, (B) 
and (C) are corresponding images rotated 
by θ = 15 and –15 degrees, with annotation 
obtained as in (3). (The last two digits 
of license plate numbers were masked to 
protect the privacy)
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existing state-of-the-art video object detection algorithm 
[16]. Here, the F1 score is defined as follows:

The proposed network also achieves a much higher rec-
ognition accuracy than the OpenALPR algorithm [15]. Our 
FM and BM layers lead to significant increases, namely 
7.54% and 9.13%, in F1 score and recognition accuracy, re-
spectively. Regarding the Caltech vehicle dataset, the pro-
posed algorithm also outperforms existing still image plate 
detection algorithms [1‒4] in terms of F1 scores. These 
scores came from research reports here [1‒4]. In addition, 
various visual results in Figure 7 point to the successful de-
tection and recognition of license plates from South Korea 
and the USA by our network model. As shown in Figure 
8, the proposed algorithm can correctly recognize rotated 
plate numbers in contrast with OpenALPR [15]. This is at-
tributable to the data augmentation during network train-
ing. Figure 9 shows that the proposed FM improves the 
accuracy of the detection of motion-blurred license plates 
in the current (t) frame. Figure 10 also indicates that the 
proposed BM increases the accuracy of the detection by 
removing outliers in the current (t) frame. Demo videos 
are also available on the website [14]. The visual impact 
of the proposed algorithm with temporal matching is par-
ticularly noticeable in the video results. Meanwhile, the 
input image size in proposed networks for license plate de-
tection and recognition is set to 416 × 416 as in [16]. The 
aggregate computation time for the proposed algorithm is 
approximately 40 ms on an NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU. This 
comprises 6  ms for video frame road and image scaling, 
24 ms for license plate detection with temporal matching, 
8 ms for license plate recognition, and 2 ms for vertex re-
finement. In addition, the computational time requirement 
of the OpenALPR algorithm is approximately 450 ms and 
those of other existing algorithms are provided in Table 1 
as well. The proposed license plate recognition algorithm 
has a faster processing speed than the existing algorithms 
and at 25 fps it can be considered as real-time processing. 
In future work, we will consider license plates from other 
countries using several open datasets and further accelerate 
the processing through code optimization. We expect the 
proposed network to be readily extensible to license plates 
from other countries through the re-definition of classes 
and re-training of network parameters.

4 |  CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a network for the detection and 
recognition of vehicle license plates by combining the 

(4)F1 score=2×
precision× recall

precision+ recall
.
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F I G U R E  7  Several detection and recognition results of the proposed network. (The last two digits of license plate numbers were masked to 
protect the privacy)

F I G U R E  8  Detection and recognition results with the proposed 
network for rotated vehicle images (The last two digits of license plate 
numbers were masked to protect the privacy)

F I G U R E  9  Detection results with the proposed network for 
three consecutive frames (The last two digits of license plate numbers 
were masked to protect the privacy)
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strengths of temporal matching and CNNs. To improve the 
accuracy for actual video sequences, we designed iterative 
layer structures, two parallel temporal matching layers, and 
vertex refinement with feedback from the recognition results. 
The superior performance of the proposed network model 
on two datasets, the Korean vehicle dataset and the Caltech 
vehicle dataset, was also validated through experiments.

ORCID
Seok Bong Yoo   https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6528-701X 
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